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ABSTRACT
Many applications of geotagged content are predicated on the concept of localness (e.g., local restaurant recommendation, mining social media for local perspectives on an issue). However, definitions of who is a “local” in a given area are typically informal and ad-hoc and, as a result, approaches for localness assessment that have been used in the past have not been formally validated. In this paper, we begin the process of addressing these gaps in the literature. Specifically, we (1) formalize definitions of “local” using themes identified in a 30-paper literature review, (2) develop the first ground truth localness dataset consisting of 132 Twitter users and 58,945 place-tagged tweets, and (3) use this dataset to evaluate existing localness assessment approaches. Our results provide important methodological guidance to the large body of research and practice that depends on the concept of localness and suggest means by which localness assessment can be improved.
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INTRODUCTION
Georeferenced tweets, geotagged Instagram photos, and other volunteered geographic information (VGI) are critical to research and practice across a wide swath of computing. For many applications of VGI, it is important to determine the “localness” of the VGI contributor (e.g., the content poster) to a specific region. This is true for applications ranging from recommender systems that surface venues that are “local favorites” (e.g., [14,45,60]) to research that seeks to understand the local perspective on certain issues (e.g., [25,53,57]). In fact, the concept of localness is so central to the “localness” of the VGI contributor.
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For many other volunteered geographic information (VGI) approaches.

Specifically, we (1) formalize definitions of “local” using themes identified in a 30-paper literature review, (2) develop the first ground truth localness dataset consisting of 132 Twitter users and 58,945 place-tagged tweets, and (3) use this dataset to evaluate existing localness assessment approaches. Our results provide important methodological guidance to the large body of research and practice that depends on the concept of localness and suggest means by which localness assessment can be improved.

We identified that by “local,” researchers and practitioners typically mean one of three things: where someone currently lives (which we term the “LivesIn” definition of local), and the places with which someone is very familiar (“Familiarity”).

After identifying these three definitions, we then posed our second question: “How well do existing localness assessment techniques work, and for which definitions?” We focus on four common localness assessment techniques in particular: LocationField (e.g., [16,33,36]), nDays (e.g., [22,28,40]), Plurality (e.g., [31,35,43]), and GeometricMedian (e.g., [5,22,24]). To enable our understanding of these techniques, we collected the first ground truth localness dataset from VGI contributors. The dataset consists of information from 132 Twitter users and 58,945 total place-tagged tweets, and it was collected via a survey deployed on Twitter.

VGI that, when defining the term volunteered geographic information, prominent geographer Michael Goodchild wrote [13]:

“The most important value of VGI may lie in what it can tell us about local activities... that go unnoticed by the world’s media, and about life at a local level. It is in that area that VGI may offer the most interesting, lasting and compelling value...”

However, considering the importance of the concept of localness to VGI, we know surprisingly little about the concept. First and foremost, there are no broadly accepted definitions of “local” in computing, with most projects adopting definitions that are ad-hoc and often unstated. Second, while there are techniques that have been widely used to assess the localness of VGI, they have not been validated (let alone validated against a concrete definition of “local”). In other words, we have little understanding of how well these techniques work, and for which conceptions of localness.

The goal of this paper is to begin the process of addressing these two important gaps in the literature. We first asked the following question: What do we mean in computing when we describe users or information as “local”? To address this question, we conducted a review of the literature that has engaged with the concept of localness. Examining 30 papers, we identified that by “local”, researchers and practitioners typically mean one of three things: where someone currently lives (which we term the “LivesIn” definition of local), and the places with which someone currently votes (“VotesIn”), and the places with which someone is very familiar (“Familiarity”).

After identifying these three definitions, we then posed our second question: “How well do existing localness assessment techniques work, and for which definitions?” We focus on four common localness assessment techniques in particular: LocationField (e.g., [16,33,36]), nDays (e.g., [22,28,40]), Plurality (e.g., [31,35,43]), and GeometricMedian (e.g., [5,22,24]). To enable our understanding of these techniques, we collected the first ground truth localness dataset from VGI contributors. The dataset consists of information from 132 Twitter users and 58,945 total place-tagged tweets, and it was collected via a survey deployed on Twitter.
The results of this analysis provide important methodological guidance for the many practitioners and researchers engaging with the concept of localness. In particular, our results suggest a straightforward set of best practices: If considering a population that frequently geotags (or “placetags”) content, researchers and practitioners should use either Plurality or GeometricMedian. However, if researchers are considering a population that does not frequently use geotagging (or placetagging) functionality, the LocationField approach is an excellent second option.

Our results, however, also point to some important challenges for localness assessment. While Plurality, GeometricMedian, and LocationField all perform reasonably well for “single location” definitions of localness (LivesIn and VotesIn), even at the city scale, all existing localness assessment techniques perform worse for Familiarity. Our results additionally problematize the use of the nDays technique, with the three others being better alternatives in most cases.

Finally, our work additionally highlights several exciting opportunities for future work in this research area. In particular, through our evaluation of localness assessment techniques, we were able to identify a series of opportunities for the improvement of these techniques. We close the paper with a discussion of these opportunities, as well as a number of other implications for researchers and practitioners that emerge from our results.

RELATED WORK

Importance of Localness in Computing
The concept of the “local” has become important to a diverse array of research areas in computing, including in geographic HCI [19]. For instance, within the recommender systems domain, a common challenge is surfacing relevant restaurant recommendations from “locals” (e.g., [14,15,58]). Indeed, this area has become sufficiently prominent that systems that provide this service were recently featured in an article in The New York Times [45]. In information retrieval, it has been found that search preferences and information needs in map search differ significantly between locals and non-locals (e.g., [26,54]). For social computing, the concept of “local” has been used to reveal biases in Wikipedia [47], identify potential gaps in coverage of sharing economy and mobile crowdsourcing (e.g., [35,50]), among other applications (e.g., [59]). Data science also frequently engages with localness, e.g., for understanding geographically-variable opinions on policy (e.g., [57]) and in studies of public health (e.g., [7]). Further applications of the concept of local can be found in Table 1.

Investigations of Localness
This paper is most directly motivated by the work of Johnson et al. [22]. In this paper, Johnson and colleagues investigated the four localness assessment techniques that we consider here and found that they can give different results for the same Twitter user. However, as noted by Johnson et al., they did not assess how well each technique performed against ground truth data, in part because no such dataset existed. One of the key goals of this paper was to develop this dataset and to perform this assessment.

Another important source of motivation for this work is the small set of papers that has considered ground truth localness data, but for very specialized contexts. In particular, Sen et al. [47] sought to understand the “geographic provenance” of cited sources on Wikipedia and developed a model for assessing this provenance based on ground truth data about source locations. The known accuracy of the model enabled by this ground truth allowed the authors to make important claims about the degree to which local vs. foreign sources are used to describe different areas of the world. However, this model is limited to the assessment of the localness of the URLs of news articles and other Wikipedia sources (not people), and only works at a national scale.

Localness Assessment Techniques
Johnson et al. [22] identified four localness assessment techniques in the computing literature: nDays, Plurality, GeometricMedian and LocationField. We evaluate each of these four techniques in our experiment, and summarize each of them briefly below:

- **nDays** is a temporal range-based technique that assigns a user as local to a region if they produced content in the place at least n days apart. We found the value of n varied from 2 to 30 days ([26,40]), while n = 10 days ([18,22,28]) was the most commonly used value.
- **Plurality**, as its name suggests, assigns a user as local to the region (or regions in case of a tie) from which she or he produced the most content.
- **LocationField** extracts the entry in the location field in a user’s profile (if it exists) and turns that text location (toponym) into machine-readable coordinates using a geocoder (we use Google’s Geocoder). The method then assigns the user as local to the region output by the geocoder (or, in the case of less granular scales, the containing region).
- **GeometricMedian** is the most technically complex of the approaches. It assigns a user as local to the point that minimizes the distance between all the locations from which the user has posted content, and then returns the region associated with that point. It additionally has the requirements that the user have at least five posts and that half of the user’s posts be within 30km of the median point (to avoid situations in which, e.g., a user posts from Anchorage, AK and New York, NY and is assigned as local to a district in rural Canada).

Geographic Information and Twitter
The vast majority of prior work on Twitter, including most localness work, has used Twitter coordinate geotags to associate tweets with geographic locations. However, very recent work by Tasse et al. [49] strongly problematized the use of coordinate geotags in a research context:
“The geotags that are still present are getting stranger: job posting bots, weather and sports bots, deleted accounts, and other accounts are creating a growing fraction of all public geotagged tweets... It is not clear how much more research can be done with coordinate geotags.”

Instead, Tasse and colleagues suggest that researchers change their focus to Twitter’s placetags, which associate tweets not with specific coordinates, but rather with named places (e.g., “Nashville, TN”, “Boise River Greenbelt”, “McSorley’s Old Ale House”). We followed this recommendation in this paper, meaning that the methodological guidance afforded by our results applies in this new “placetag era”.

DEFINITIONS OF LOCALNESS

While there exists a large literature in computing that engages with the concept of localness, there exists no formal definition(s) of who is a “local”. To address this problem, we conducted a survey of 30 papers in the computing literature that engaged with the concept of localness. In doing so, we leveraged the example and straightforward methods of Johnson et al. [21], which faced a similar definitional question with respect to the vehicle routing literature (i.e. we used a set of core papers, in our case those referenced by [22], iteratively employed keyword and citation network approaches to identify further papers, and collaboratively identified themes in the found literature).

We identified three general themes in how our 30 papers had implicitly and explicitly defined what “local” means: (1) where a person lives, (2) where a person votes, (3) and areas with which a person has a great deal of familiarity. We also note that these definitions can be split into two categories: (1) single location definitions, which assume that a person can be local to a single region at a time, and (2) multiple location definitions, which allow people to be local to multiple regions simultaneously. We provide the details about each individual definition, which we respectively term LivesIn, VotesIn, and Familiar, immediately below. We also show which papers utilized which definition in Table 1.

The LivesIn definition of localness – a “single location” definition – is relatively straightforward. Papers that use this definition assume that a person is local only to the region in which they live. Often this region is defined at the city scale, but occasionally it is defined at the neighborhood scale, county scale, and even state and country scale as well. For example, Malik et al. [31] employed the LivesIn definition of localness in their exploration of the biases in geotagged tweets, Morais and Andrade [33] used this definition to understand the difference in annotations shared by tourists and residents, and Fiorio et al. [11] used this definition to estimate short- and long-term migration.

The VotesIn definition – another “single location” definition – is analogous to the LivesIn definition, but applies to the location in which a person votes versus that in which they live. This is an important distinction, as college students, migrants, and others often live in different constituencies than those in which they vote. Zhang and Counts [57] employed this definition of localness to predict same-sex marriage policy change in U.S. states using publicly available Twitter data.

Finally, the Familiarity definition of localness is different from the other definitions in that it does not restrict the assignment of localness to a single region for a given user. This makes Familiarity our only “multiple location” definition. Familiarity labels someone as a local to a given region if they have a sufficient amount of on-the-ground knowledge about the region, with that amount often being extensive. For instance, Zielstra et al. [59] used this definition to study the relationship between knowledge of a place and OpenStreetMap editing patterns and Kumar et al. [26] used this definition to characterize locations using Flickr photos.

It is important to note that the papers in our study very often did not explicitly define what they meant by “local”. In these cases, determining the definition that was employed required deeply reading the paper for the underlying assumptions being made. It is our hope that our work can highlight the need to formally declare the definition of local that one is using. Our small schema of localness definitions should make it easier to do so.

Lastly, our review of localness research focused explicitly on the computing literature given the immediate need for increased structure in this literature. However, localness and related ideas like heimat (e.g., [4,10]), sense of place (e.g.,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEFINITION</th>
<th>EXAMPLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LivesIn</strong></td>
<td>Hecht &amp; Gergle, 2010 [17], Abbar et al. 2015 [1], Abdullah et al., 2015 [2], Culotta, 2014 [7], Girardin et al., 2008 [12], Li et al., 2013 [28], Malik et al., 2015 [31], Mislove et al., 2011 [32], Morais and Andrade, 2014 [33], Naaman et al., 2012 [36], Reiderer et al., 2015 [43], Tasse et al., 2017 [49], Hecht &amp; Stephens, 2014 [18], Popescu &amp; Grefenstette, 2010 [40], Musthag &amp; Ganesan, 2013 [35], Hecht et al. 2011 [16], Jurgens et al., 2015 [24], Poblete et al., 2011 [39], Johnson et al., 2016 [22], Fiorio et al., 2017 [11], Kogan et al., 2015 [25], Sen et al. 2015 [47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VotesIn</strong></td>
<td>Zhang &amp; Counts, 2015 [57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Familiar</strong></td>
<td>Eckle &amp; Albuquerque 2015 [9], Kumar et al., 2017 [28], Kumar et al., 2017 [27], White and Buscher, 2012 [54], Wu et al., 2011 [56], Zielstra et al., 2014 [59], Ludford et al., 2007 [30]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The definitions for localness we identified in the literature and papers that used these definitions.
All our survey procedures followed the guidance provided by the IRB and similar organizations at our various institutions. The full text of our survey is available in the Supplementary Materials included with our submission.

Survey Sample
Since we focused on Twitter users who use placetags, we created a potential participant list by gathering a set of users for whom their most-recent placetagged tweet was in the United States from the Twitter streaming API for one week during the summer of 2017. In total, we developed a potential survey population of approximately 830,000 users in this fashion.

Our next challenge was finding a way to deploy our survey to this population, and this challenge was a serious one. A well-known approach for collecting ground truth information from social media at scale is the technique outlined by Nichols and Kang in their TSATracker work [37]. At a high level, this approach involves creating a Twitter bot that pings users with a request to tweet at the bot with a desired piece of information. However, this approach was not feasible for us as our research questions necessitated that users to fill out a survey (as opposed to TSATracker, which, e.g., asked a single question about the length of airport security lines). Unfortunately, taking a similar approach to Nichols and Kang with tweets that include a link to a survey (or any link, for that matter) is considered spam by Twitter’s Terms of Service and is banned [62].

This highlights an important issue, not just for this paper, but also for work that engages with social media more generally: if a research question requires data outside of what can be gathered using the standard public behavioral trace information, how can one gather this information at scale?

To partially address this issue, we turned to a version of the TSATracker approach, but one that is formally sanctioned by Twitter: we used Twitter’s ad platform. Specifically, instead of tweeting at users in our target population, we simply uploaded our list of users to Twitter’s ad system and targeted these users via paid ads. It is interesting to note that the exact same content we would have tweeted at users using the TSATracker approach was no longer considered spam as soon as it became a paid ad. We used two ads: one with a monetary incentive (offering a chance to win one of four $25 gift cards) and one with an altruistic incentive. Our study ran for one week in Summer 2017 and from the two ads, we received 22,600 impressions and 222 clicks (1.0% click-through rate (CTR)), and 29,434 impressions and 237 clicks (0.8% CTR), respectively. Overall, we received 136 complete responses and 25 partial responses. Partial responses are those in which the participant did not reach the end of the survey, but did provide us with some information. As long as these partial responses contained LivesIn information, we considered them for the final analysis where relevant.
As we will show below, the scale afforded by the Twitter advertising platform allowed us to get a broad sense of the relative performance of each localness definition. However, the ad platform is sufficiently expensive and low-throughput that gathering information for a project that requires more ground truth data – e.g., training more complex localness models for each localness definition – would not be tractable using this approach. We return to this issue in the Discussion section.

**Supplementary Data Collection and Data Cleaning**

After filtering out survey responses in which the input Twitter handle was invalid or the LivesIn city was outside the United States (or non-existent), we were left with 132 responses. The accidental input of a Twitter display name instead of a Twitter handle was a common reason for invalid responses. Since display names are non-unique, we had to filter these users out. On inspection of the raw data, we found that some people had filled in the LivesIn city also as a *Familiar* city, while many others did not. We assumed that people were familiar with cities where they lived and included the LivesIn city in the list of *Familiar* cities when it was not explicitly included.

Next, we downloaded the most-recent tweets for each of survey participants using the Twitter API, up to 3,200 tweets per user (3,200 is the maximum allowed by the API). We then deleted all tweets that did not have placetags within the United States. On examination of our placetags, we found that approximately 80% of tags were at the city scale, less than 2% of the total placetags were at a scale more local than the city and the rest of the tags were at the state scale or less granular.

We used the Google Geocoding API to determine the city, county and state from the place names in each placetag. In our evaluation of the localness assessment techniques, we eliminated from consideration any tweets whose placetags were at a scale more general than the given scale of analysis. In other words, when analyzing tweets at the city scale, we eliminated any tweets that were tagged at a scale more general than a city, and did the same for county- and state-scale analyses. Some of our participants exclusively geotagged at a state or higher scale, or they had provided only state-scale information in the survey. When performing the county-scale analysis, we excluded 14 such participants and were left with 118 participants. Additionally, two participants had specified only county-level information in the survey and they were removed from city-level analysis, leaving us with 116 valid responses at the city level.

**Localness Assessment Techniques**

Johnson et al. [22] provided an open-source implementation for all the four localness assessment techniques we consider here. However, since we were dealing with placetags and not geotags as in the case of Johnson et al., we had to re-implement some aspects of the four assessment techniques. We describe these adaptations below:

**nDays**: For every user, we took the available placetagged tweets and aggregated them into enumeration units at each analysis scale (i.e. we grouped them into cities, counties, and states). As per the definition of *nDays*, a user was considered local to all of the cities, counties, and states in which they posted at least one pair of tweets more than *n* days apart (*n* = 10).

**Plurality**: Similar to the case for *nDays*, the placetagged tweets for each user were first assigned to their corresponding cities, states, and counties. As per the definition of *Plurality* [22], a user was considered local to the city, county or state (or multiple regions in case of a tie) that contained the maximum number of tweets. This was done separately at each analysis scale (i.e. separately for cities, counties, and states).

**LocationField**: The *LocationField* method does not consider placetags like the other approaches; it simply involves looking at the location field in a user’s profile. As such, we followed the standard practice for this method described above (relying on Google’s Geocoding API). If the geocoder returned a region at the desired scale of analysis, we consider that the output of the method. If not, the method was considered to have returned no output.

**GeometricMedian**: We use the centroid of the bounding box of the place provided in the placetag as a representative point for the place. We then used the implementation of Johnson et al. to calculate the geometric median given this point representation.

**RESULTS**

The results of our city-, county-, and state-level analyses can be found in Table 2. Overall, these tables reveal extensive variation in the precision and recall of the various localness assessment techniques for each scale-definition combination.

We split the presentation of our results into two parts. We first provide a high-level overview of the most prominent trends present in Table 2, organizing our discussion by localness definition type (i.e. single location definitions and multiple location definitions). We then present a discussion of the types of failures we observed for each localness assessment technique, with an eye towards how the techniques may be improved.

**Accuracy Trends**

Before discussing the patterns in Table 2, we first seek to ensure all readers have the context necessary to understand the results in the table. The rows marked “C” indicate the coverage of a technique at a given scale, which is the percent of instances for which the technique could return any result. The “R” indicates the recall of the technique, which is the percent of total correct locations (as defined by the ground truth survey) returned by the technique. In other words, this counts as incorrect cases in which (1) no location was returned and (2) cases in which an explicit incorrect location was returned. The “P” indicates the precision of the
technique, which is calculated as the percent of correct locations of the locations that were returned.

Single Location Definitions
At the highest level, Table 2 shows that *LivesIn* and *VotesIn* results are very similar at all geographic scales, which is to be expected given the similarities of the two definitions. In fact, at the county and state scale, the *LivesIn* and *VotesIn* results are identical; two participants indicated that they voted in different cities than those in which they lived, but this was not true at the county scale.

The similarity of *LivesIn* and *VotesIn* means that the assessment techniques that work well for one will work well for the other, and vice versa. In this vein, we see that *Plurality* and *GeometricMedian* both have relatively good precision and recall (and coverage). Even at the city scale, both have precisions and recalls above 70%. At the county scale, both techniques have precisions and recalls above 80%, and we see continued improvement at the state scale. Interestingly, for state-scale single-location definitions of localness, our results suggest that *Plurality* exhibits near perfect performance.

The accuracy of the *LocationField* technique for our single location definitions is even better news for localness assessment. Table 2 shows that just by looking at the location field entry in a user’s profile, one can achieve precisions at or above those of *Plurality* and *GeometricMedian*. Of course, Table 2 also shows that *LocationField* has a very poor recall, indicating that it often cannot return a local region for users. However, in the case of *LocationField*, this is much less of a concern: while only a small minority of Twitter users geographically reference their tweets – this number has been observed at 1-3% for geotags [16,34] – Table 2 shows that around 85% of users populate their location fields (and this is roughly the same percentage observed by Hecht et al. [16] as well). In other words, a recall of 47% is not a major issue if you can consider roughly 40 time the number of users in the first place; you will end up with a lot more users with local regions. That said, a number of localness projects consider only a population of users who frequently georeference their posts. In these cases, the *Plurality* and *GeometricMedian* should be preferred given their higher recalls. We discuss these dynamics in more detail below.

The accuracy of *nDays* is the worst of all the methods for single location definitions. With respect to recall, we see performance on par with *Plurality* and *GeometricMedian*. However, *nDays’* precision is terrible at all scales. Most of this low precision can be explained by a mismatch between the output of *nDays* and the nature of single location definitions of localness, a point that we discuss in our failure analysis sub-section below.

Multiple Location Definitions (Familiarity)
The most immediate pattern in the *Familiarity* results is that they are substantially worse across the board with respect to recall. A key issue here is that techniques that are designed to output one location – *GeometricMedian*, *Plurality* and *LocationField* – are not well suited to capturing the familiarity geography of users, a common need of research and applications in the localness space. However, even *nDays*, which by design regularly outputs multiple locations still has relative poor recall (and precision). We also performed a sensitivity analysis by setting the threshold of *Familiarity* to three instead of four on our survey’s five-point familiarity scale. There were no meaningful changes in any of the relative patterns in Table 2 (e.g. recall expectedly dropped ~3-5% across the board, but the trends remained the same).

More generally, with regard to precision, we see roughly the same trends as we saw with the single location definitions: *Plurality*, *GeometricMedian*, and *LocationField* have quite high precisions (even greater than 80% at the city scale) and *nDays* is substantially worse.

Failure Analysis
As noted above, a key goal of our research project was not only to gain an understanding of the accuracy of localness assessment techniques, but also to inform the design of improvements to these techniques where possible. To address this goal, we examined the users for which each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>nDays (10)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LivesIn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Scale</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>81.9</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>78.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County Scale</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Scale</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VotesIn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Scale</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County Scale</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>83.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Scale</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County Scale</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Scale</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Coverage (C), recall (R) and precision (P) of each metric at the city, county and state scale. All values are percentages.
technique failed at each scale and attempted to determine the cause for the failures. In this section, we outline some of the common reasons for error for each of the assessment techniques.

**LocationField**

Although we saw that *LocationField* performed surprisingly well, especially given the size of the population of users that input *LocationField* information, there were some clear opportunities for improvement to the technique. In particular, we identified that the scale and information quality of location field entries were two of the main reasons the *LocationField* technique would fail.

With respect to the former, the findings of Hecht et al. [16] from 2010 appear to hold with regard to the use of the location field in 2017: some people disclose location information in their location fields at scales that is less precise than many applications need. For instance, in our case, we saw a number of location field entries at the state scale (e.g., “Florida, U.S.”), which made it impossible for the location field technique to perform accurately for these users at the county or city level (and explains the increase in recall at the state scale).

We also saw the same phenomenon that Hecht et al. observed with regard to information quality: people certainly are continuing to put non-geographic information in their location fields (e.g., “close enough to help” and “in the studio”). However, it appears that geocoder accuracy may have improved somewhat since 2010 when Hecht et al. ran their study, and geocoders are now more capable of identifying this information as non-geographic information. This means that rather than returning a latitude and longitude coordinate for non-geographic location field entries, the geocoder more often returns no location, thereby increasing precision (although recall is still affected). In our case, we observed that 3 of our 7 non-geographic location field entries were misinterpreted as geographic information by the Google geocoder (e.g., “here and there” was located to Florida). For Hecht et al., the equivalent number was 82% (although comparisons must be made very cautiously given our limited sample size and the different origins of the geocoders). With respect to other causes of precision errors, we found that some users indicated that they were “local” to places that were different than those in their location field, likely because of outdated location field information.

Finally, the tendency to include multiple locations in the location field that was observed by Hecht et al. [16] was also observed in our study (e.g., “Fairfax, VA & Savannah, GA”). The geocoder reacted in different ways to multiple locations: sometimes it would return coordinates for just one of the locations, other times it would return no coordinates at all. It is likely that *Familiarity* performance in particular would increase if the *LocationField* workflow included accommodation for multiple locations.

**Plurality**

The *Plurality* method tends to fail for single location definitions when a person spends or has spent a good deal of time in multiple regions at a given scale. For instance, one user moved to a small town in Maryland from Chicago, but *Plurality* still located him in Chicago and Cook County, IL, likely due to the backlog of placetagged tweets in Chicago. Similarly, another participant who indicated that he lived in Pueblo, Colorado had most of his placetags from Denver, causing *Plurality* to assign the wrong city (and county). Overall, for single location definitions, *Plurality* may be particularly vulnerable to commuting (especially at the city and county scales) and moves (due to backlogged tweets).

Interestingly, the very property of *Plurality* that causes problems for single location definitions could in theory enable the approach to be more effective for *Familiarity*. However, the way *Plurality* has been defined means that it only picks the region that is the mode of the geographic distribution of the user’s posts. If *Plurality* were extended to return more of the head of the distribution (e.g., the top-three regions), our results suggest that it could perform better for *Familiarity*. Indeed, Chicago, IL is a place that the Maryland participant reported a *Familiarity* of “4”.

**nDays**

The poor precision of *nDays* for our single location definitions of local is largely due to a mismatch between the definition and the technique: *nDays* often gives multiple locations, but these definitions are only interested in one location. In this case, the methodological guidance we can provide comes more from our effort to provide structure around definitions of localness rather than specific low-level improvements that can be made to the *nDays* technique. Put simply, if a researcher or practitioner believes that a single location definition of localness is most appropriate for their project, they likely should not use an *nDays* approach.

However, *nDays* not only struggles for single location definitions, its recall and precision is also mediocre for *Familiarity*, the definition to which it is perhaps best suited. Examining the many false negatives and false positives available to us, we identified a few clear failure modes. With respect to false positives, it appears that *nDays* is quite susceptible to confusing tourism and business travel with self-reported familiarity. For instance, one participant is an advertising manager and clearly travels regularly; *nDays* reported 13 different states with which this person is supposedly familiar, and the participant only reported four states with which he was sufficiently familiar. We noticed a similar situation for a participant who described herself as an “urban hiker” and another that was a university professor.

For false negatives, *nDays* appears to be liable to have at least two issues: (1) *nDays* cannot report places with which people are familiar in which they did not tweet and (2) the *n* = 10 threshold was non-optimal in some cases. With respect to the former, many participants likely have lived in places with which they became quite familiar, but before they used...
placetagged tweets (or Twitter at all). For instance, one user who now lies in Muncie, IN wrote in response to the survey’s final questions that s/he was very familiar with Largo, FL from growing up there, but \textit{nDays} (nor any of the other techniques) was not able to capture her/his familiarity with Largo. This is a major, likely unsolvable issue for projects utilizing a \textit{Familiarity} definition and for which recall is important, regardless of the localness assessment technique being used.

With respect to the $n = 10$ threshold, we saw at least three cases in which participants had a large number of placetags but \textit{nDays} did not assign a single local region. On manual analysis, it was discovered that these people had a single burst of placetagged tweets in a short period of time (8, 9 and 6 days respectively), missing the $n = 10$ threshold.

\textbf{GeometricMedian}

\textit{GeometricMedian}, by the virtue of definition that the median absolute deviation should be less than 30km, fails when a user has highly distributed posts. For example, one participant – a software developer – had only 35 placetags but equally distributed in the states of California, Colorado and New Jersey. In this case the \textit{GeometricMedian} implementation failed to meet the median absolute deviation clause and did not produce a result.

\textbf{DISCUSSION}

\textbf{Implications for Localness Methodology}

The work above provides new methodological guidance for the large literature associated with localness. First and foremost, it provides a lightweight framework for deciding upon and formally stating the type of localness being considered in a study or an application. Once the definition is decided, our empirical results can help researchers and practitioners choose a localness assessment technique, as well as understand the limitations of the chosen technique.

For instance, our findings suggest that a research project that defines localness using \textit{LivesIn} (or \textit{VotesIn}) is best served by utilizing either the \textit{LocationField} technique or one of the \textit{Plurality} or \textit{GeometricMedian} techniques. As noted above, if the project is considering a general population of users, \textit{LocationField} is the ideal choice as its much-lower recall will be more than offset by the much larger eligible sample. If the project considers people who frequently georeference their posts, however, then \textit{Plurality} or \textit{GeometricMedian} is the appropriate choice as their higher recalls are desirable in this case. Researchers should also consider making the improvements to each of these three methods that are discussed in the section above when doing so is possible.

Our results suggest that a project that requires the \textit{Familiarity} definition now has an idea that the accuracy will likely be somewhat limited regardless of the assessment technique (in particular with regard to issues like pre-social media familiarity). Additionally, Table 2 reveals that the choice of assessment technique in this context may be complicated: using a technique that can only output one location will reduce the \textit{Familiarity} definition problem to effectively a single location definition problem. However, Table 2 shows that these techniques may be the best we have available, with the \textit{nDays} technique not living up to its potential as a higher-recall solution. Overall, it is clear that improved \textit{Familiarity} approaches are needed, a point to which we return below.

As we discuss below in Limitations, we do caution that our study is small, and we strongly advocate that future work replicate our experiment in different contexts (including on other platforms of interest in the localness literature, e.g., Flickr, Yelp, Instagram). However, our results provide the best information available thus far on which to base the important definitional and assessment decisions in a localness project.

\textbf{Gathering Ground Truth Data from Twitter}

While the ability to observe behavioral traces on social media has proven tremendously important for research and practice ([44]), important research questions – e.g., those associated with localness and ground truth – cannot be answered without interacting with actual social media users at scale. In other words, many research questions require gathering information that is not available via APIs and public datasets.

In this light, our experience gathering ground truth location data from Twitter users is somewhat troubling. With \textit{TSA Tracker}-like approaches not permitted for collecting information that is more complex than that which can be replied to in a tweet, the Twitter ads platform was likely our only straightforward choice. However, this platform has important limitations. First and foremost, the sampling procedure used by Twitter’s ad optimization algorithms is a black box, and this not ideal for any study that interacts with these algorithms, including this one. Second, Twitter ads are sufficiently expensive that they will prevent some researchers from engaging in the exciting class of large-scale social media research that requires more than just behavior traces. Third, if alternatives to the Ads platform are not identified, this also means that certain types of projects in this space will not be tractable in general, e.g., a project to gather a large amount of training data for sophisticated localness assessment models that use machine learning (an exciting direction of future work for us).

Overall, we paid $1.75 per participant in this study, which assuming our expected 2-3-minute completion time, is approximately $35 per hour (but paid to Twitter, not the participant). Additionally, because ads are surfaced to users at a rate that is tied to the amount of money one bids [63], our throughput suffered: we were only able to collect about 11 responses per day, another impediment to scaling our study significantly. We perhaps could have increased our throughput by increasing our bid, but this would have raised costs significantly.
The Nature of Familiarity
We saw in Table 2 that all four localness assessment techniques do not perform as well in assessing the Familiarity of users when compared to the single location definitions. While part of this issue is methodological – and we have some suggestions for ways to improve the techniques below on this front – some portion of this might also be due to the complexity of the concept of familiarity. For instance, in the open response fields at the end of the survey, participants reported that they felt different levels of familiarity for different parts of cities and neighbourhoods, often at a very fine scale. Also, some people can be familiar with a very large number of places, so collecting this information correctly without overburdening the user remains a challenge.

Eventually, a goal for familiarity assessment research might be to be able to produce a fuzzy familiarity surface, rather than defining specific areas with which one is “familiar” and “not familiar”.

Improving Localness Assessment Techniques
One exciting output of our empirical work is a clear roadmap for improving the performance of localness assessment techniques. A top priority on this front is improving Familiarity assessment, and our results point to some potential solutions. Above, we have already discussed ways to make Plurality and LocationField more amenable to Familiarity prediction through the use of a wider range of the region distribution and through supporting multiple locations entered in the location field, respectively. For Plurality, this change would be relatively trivial to implement. For LocationField, making this adaption would be more difficult, but likely still tractable. For instance, one could use a geoparsing filter (e.g., [23]) prior to submitting the location field entry to the geocoder.

For GeometricMedian, there appears to be an opportunity to better support Familiarity as well. In particular, if one were to cluster placetags and apply the technique to each cluster, this would afford multiple output locations. It would also likely increase coverage and accuracy.

More generally, it is likely worthwhile to take a step back and consider entirely different paths towards Familiarity assessment. For instance, to capture familiarity with locations in users’ pre-social media lives, one option would be to use natural language processing on the content of users’ posts to detect familiarity with regions that are not present in users’ placetag or location field information. For instance, affiliations with certain sports teams or the use of certain regional dialects [24] may be detectable using this approach. Of course, privacy concerns must be considered here as well.

Lastly, in our analysis of the errors in nDays, we noticed some opportunities to salvage its performance. For instance, nDays can be made more amenable to single location definitions by converting it into a “maxDays” approach, in which the region that is returned is the region that has the greatest temporal range in posts. Similarly, nDays’ accuracy across the board might be improved by identifying means to adapt the n threshold to each users’ posting behavior.

From Coordinate Geotags to Placetags
Tasse and colleagues’ work on geotags represents a bit of a methodological sea change in the large literature that relies on VGI from Twitter. When their results were presented in Spring 2017, it was immediately clear that our study design needed to be converted from one that focused on geotags to one that focused on placetags. However, as noted above, all the localness assessment techniques had previously only been employed on geotagged data. Through this lens, the relatively strong performance of Plurality and GeometricMedian on the single location definitions is more important: it not only means that these techniques can reasonably replicate our ground truth data, but they can do this with placetagged data, allowing them to be used on a much more reliable type of Twitter geographic information. In other words, these techniques have a degree of “future proofing” for Twitter-based research.

Limitations and Future Work
While, as noted above, we believe our study provides an important ground truth-based lens on localness assessment, our findings must be put in the context of the size of the sample and the black box nature of sample (both of which are products of needing to use Twitter’s ad platform). In particular, small differences in accuracy rates, e.g., those between LocationField, Plurality and GeometricMedian, should be interpreted with caution, and we do not make such comparisons above.

Beyond the black box ads placement algorithm, there are also additional sources of potential sampling bias. First, we only considered users that use placetags. Second, the altruistic and monetary incentives in our ads may have affected our sample. We did a basic pass for high-level sampling bias by comparing the LivesIn locations of our users to the population distribution of the United States at the state level and found that the two distributions are quite similar (e.g. California is #1 in both). However, there are many types of sampling bias that would not be detected using this type of approach. Finally, another type of bias might come from our decision to count LivesIn locations as Familiar locations. While we believe this was a valid assumption, future work may want to verify this.

Another interesting direction of future work involves expanding this study to other VGI domains to see if the findings can be replicated. Tasse et al. [49] noted that much geotagging activity now occurs on platforms like Instagram and Facebook, but studying these platforms is challenging because it is difficult to gather public data at scale. However, since it is likely that one would need to use the ad-based recruiting technique employed here, scale is already a limitation, meaning that these platforms may present roughly equivalent data collection challenges when it comes to replicating this study in particular.
Beyond studying other platforms, future work should seek to expand our study area beyond the United States. It would be interesting to see if there would be substantial differences in Table 2 if a country with a substantially different human geography (e.g., India) were studied.

Another promising direction of future work involves doing a systematic literature review [8,38] that considers definitions of localness beyond the computing literature. As we discuss above, our approach was less rigorous than a formal systematic literature review and only considered definitions of localness used in the computing literature.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we worked to make more concrete the idea of “localness” as it is used in computing. We formalize three definitions of localness and assess the accuracy of localness assessment techniques that have been employed in the literature according to these definitions. We find that while some techniques are relatively accurate, others are very noisy, especially for certain definitions. Researchers and practitioners can utilize our results to provide methodological guidance when building applications or doing studies for which the concept of localness is important.
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